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A mobile lifeline
in the field

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
Information is critical in the field. It’s hard to make informed decisions when you’re going in blind. Without real-time data
or solutions that go beyond your vehicle, you just don’t know what situation you’re walking or running into. Extending
a responder’s connection to command staff and information from the vehicle to the street is critical to responder and
citizen safety. Plus, citizens want to see your responders on the streets, not back at the office filing reports or uploading
digital evidence to a server.

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?
CentralSquare Mobile Enterprise keeps everyone in the know with tight integration to CAD and RMS. Responders get
bi-directional, real-time connection to dispatch and command staff and partnering agencies. Everyone is safer and able
to respond efficiently with historical information, alerts and intelligent mapping. Configure your system and workflow for
painless field reporting with access to multiple databases based on your unit and personnel needs. Spend more time in
the field, and less in the office.
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CONNECT YOUR SMARTPHONE AND OTHER DEVICES WITH FIELD OPS
The CentralSquare Field Ops mobile application provides responders easy access to calls for service and
location data, and the ability to upload digital evidence to a case file from their smartphone or tablet. GPS
technology in the phone delivers a location back to CAD, so everyone’s in the know on responder location.
Command staff can easily see what’s going on without having to log into a computer.

WHO WE ARE
CentralSquare Technologies is an industry leader in public safety and public
administration software, serving over 7,500 organizations from the largest metropolitan
city to counties and towns of every size across North America. Its technology platform
provides solutions for public safety, including 911, computer aided dispatch, records
management, mobile, and jail.
For public administration agencies, CentralSquare provides software for finance,
community development, human capital management, utility billing, citizen engagement,
asset management, property tax and municipal services. It also provides healthcare
management software for hospitals and clinicians. CentralSquare’s broad, unified and
agile software suite serves 3 in 4 citizens across North America. More information is
available at www.centralsquare.com.
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Our mission is to create the broadest, smartest, and most agile software platform to
help public service agencies build safer and smarter communities.
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